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still from FUTURE FOSSILS

FUTURE FOSSILS

/// future fossils is a speculative 

evolution project that reimagines extinct 

species in a fictional space

/// exploring a non-linear alternate 

history/future history

/// shapes and forms of this playground 

attraction are at once geometric and 

organic, where nautiloid, dinosaur, 

sea lampreys, basalt columns and other 

geometric structures collide and interact 

with each other on this frosty/pastel/

metallic plot. 

/// adapting 3D modeling skills as a method 

to practice ‘worlding’, this project 

engineers spatial collisions across 

incongruent temporalities. 

video

CINEMA 4D

0404 0505

https://vimeo.com/513674562


FUTURE FOSSILS:

 

EARLY DEVELOPMENTS AND 
ORGANIC MODELING

VOXELIZED: 

6-SECOND ANIMATION WITH 
MOGRAPH FIELDS

video

ASYMMETRY: 

MODELING WITH 
PRIMITIVE SHAPES

0606 0707

https://vimeo.com/513635946


444.PHOTOBOOTH.444

/// final coding project
/// Interactive Curiosities

/// this photobooth consists of 
four camera filters:
/// voxelcam, bubblecam, noisecam, dis-
tortcam

/// the interface allows users to have 
control over different parameters to 
create their own unique filters

/// customizable filters controls: 
filter on/off, pixelSize, pixelDepth, 
texture, material, type

/// option to “save picture”

/// angel numbers are repeating digits 
and echo the nature of coding in for-
loops/ nested loops and iterations

/// these filters are all created 
through repetitions, echoing the theme 
of generation

video

P5.JS

0808 0909

https://vimeo.com/513665962


week 2

for-loops
and perlin noise

week 1

animating with
variables

week 3

class and objects

week 4

sound and
visualization

1010 1111



webcam screengrab from teams
    
     color tracking and motion tracking

audio synthesizer

   sounds generated by movement coordinates

visuals capture trails of motion 
left behind by physical objects

     choreographed by sound waves

TOUCHDESIGNER

WHY ARE YOU CRYING?

/// an audiovisual experiment 
exploring object-oriented 
playfulness

/// inspired by wong kar-wai’s 
chung king express 
and the conversations between 
actors and inanimate objects

/// this project remagines the 
secret lives of objects and 
provides a lens into the way 
objects perceive the world: 

///fragments of sound and vision 
are captured through color 
tracking and motion tracking. 

video

1212 1313

https://vimeo.com/513665448
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